With backup and
optional forward
camera systems,
Wiggins helps reduce
operating costs.

IN THE MOST
CRUCIAL
AREAS OF
PERFORMANCE AND
SAFETY, WE
OVERBUILD.

We Are the Best
at Customization
Do you have a particular need for your
racks or yard? Shortest possible
length? Highest possible lift? Deepest
possible negative lift? Short doors or
eaves or low sprinklers? You name it,
our engineers will design it, and we
will manufacture it especially for
you—usually with the same delivery times. Wiggins is the best at
customization.
Wiggins Marina Bulls
Work Harder and
Live Longer
Wiggins products are known for their
longevity and durability. To us,
“longevity” means fifteen or twenty
years, not the four to eight years of
other manufacturers. There are
Wiggins lifts still working in the
field after forty years!
We achieve this standard by
starting with quality raw materials and
the best available components. In the
most crucial areas of performance and
safety, we overbuild. Our forks,
carriages, masts and axles are the
most rugged in the industry. The
use of corrosion resistant materials add
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to the durability. Our IQAN System
and hydraulic pressures test panel
allow monitoring of truck performance
and status, allowing the operators and
mechanics to stay informed in real
time.
We don’t stop there. Our optional
auto-lube system minimizes downtime
by automatically lubricating key
components—mast and carriage
bearings, steer axles, tilt cylinder, mast
pins—to increase component life and
ensure smooth operation. Our optional
oil purification system reduces costly
and time-consuming oil changes. With
proper maintenance, the Marina Bull
LoPro with optional Super Filtration
can operate far longer than other lifts
without having to change expensive
lubricating and hydraulic oils. This
feature alone has proven to extend
component life by thousands of hours.
An investment in a Wiggins
Marina Bull is an investment for
the long haul.

SAFET Y. CAPACIT Y. DURABILIT Y. BUILT FOR BOATS.

Save Money and Time
with Easy Access
and Quick Service

High Capacity with
Confidence and
Strength

OUR UNITS
CAN LIFT
MORE THAN
ANY COMPETITOR WHEN
COMPARED
MODEL TO
MODEL

Lifting capacity and stability are the two
most important characteristics of a
marina truck. Wiggins specializes in
long load center forklifts. Our Marina
Bull can safely and reliably lift longer
and heavier boats than our competition
because we design our lifting systems to
handle the forces, stresses, and leverage
needed for boats with long load centers.
The counterweight and chassis designs
have higher stability factors and
stronger masts and forks. A Wiggins
weighs more because it does more,
safely, year after year.
Our Marina Bull LoPRO has the
lowest center of gravity and the heaviest
counterweights in the industry, ensuring that you can lift the rated boats at
each rack height with the highest
confidence. Wiggins Marina Bull means
capacity, strength, safety, and durability.
Innovative Engineering
and Technology
Means Safety

Ergonomic console with
No-Rust materials.
On Cover: World's
largest Marina forklift
handles large popular
Express Cruisers and
Open Fisherman
with ease.

Safety is a critical characteristic of any
high capacity lift. Mishaps can cost
money, time, and, worst of all, injury.
That’s why Wiggins forklifts have
standard safety features and options
that not only save lives but also save
money. Rear visibility and turning
clearance is dramatically improved with

the shortest length counter-weight in
the industry and a standard backup
camera. All this increases customer
and employee safety while protecting property from damage.
We don't stop there. Wiggins’
patented StabiLift system monitors and
controls the lifting of maximum
capacity boats, giving the operator
real-time feedback while also maintaining stability by preventing accidental
overload. Wiggins pioneered automatic rear axle stabilizers in 1998,
a feature that is standard today on
all high lift Marina Bulls.
Visibility, sensors, cameras,
engineered monitoring systems, and
overload warning technology ensure
that Wiggins MarinaBulls meet the
highest possible safety standards.

When it comes to servicing a Wiggins
Marina Bull, we beat the competition
with easy access for maintenance,
service, and troubleshooting. The
innovative clamshell design of the
operator console and engine compartment allows easy access—at eye
level—to the entire power train for
service when needed. Easy access
means lowered maintenance costs
and a quick return to moving
boats.
Our customers love the time and
money-savings that a Marina Bull
LoPro brings to their operations.

We design and manufacture each
lift to meet our customers’ unique
environment and needs. Our goal is to
make you better at what you do. This
approach makes each Marina Bull
particularly suited to the job it will
perform, which means better performance and durability.

Wiggins craftsmen take
pride in their products.
Below: With 3 operator
positions available you
have choices like the
side mount shown.

Built for Your
Environment
and Needs
With the growth of Clean Marina
initiatives at both saltwater and
freshwater sites, Wiggins offers Quiet
and Clean options to help you stand
out as good neighbors, while also
reducing operating costs. In addition to
optional LPG engines that Wiggins has
always offered, Wiggins now offers a
Tier 4 Final Volvo diesel engine that
meets the most stringent environmental standards. Non-mark tires and
eco-friendly oil options help meet your
environmental challenges.
Wiggins offers its newest Marina
Bull with custom engineered options
such as shortened high-density
counterweights, the lowest
carry-height possible with a Wiggins
patented 3-stage mast, the longest
life possible with AutoLube and
Super Filtration systems, and
stronger powertrains designed to
climb the steepest ramps.

EASY ACCESS MEANS
LOWER MAINTENANCE
COSTS AND A QUICK
RETURN TO MOVING
BOATS.

Left Top: Short wheel
base and high capacity
maximize marina
income.
Left Bottom: Save time
and money with the
Wiggins LoPRO
powered tilt console.
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